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GS PAPER - I 
Topic: Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the present- 

significant events, personalities, issues 

Q) What was the nature and objectives of the Dravidian movement? Was it successful in achieving its 

objectives? What is its legacy today? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Dravidian Movement was a social reform movement founded by E.V.Ramasamy in 1925.The movement was 

humanistic in nature with notion of egalitarian society based on individual self-respect & equal human rights for all.It 

has 3 main objectives- 

A)Women empowerment B)Class and caste based discrimination C)Upliftment of vulnerable backward caste 

To achieve the objectives, the movement challenges the popular norms of society by propagating the two main 

concept 

A) Anti-brahminism---It forms basis to check the power & hegemony of brahminical class in the society and open 

opportunity for non-brahmins in all sectors like- 

*Representation of non-brahimin into political spheres in form of justice party which lays foundation of present 

regional parties of TN. 

*Lower caste access to temples and state government offers training to Dalit archaka. 

*To stop women exploitation by preist & offer them dignity, TN government has abolished many inhuman practices 

like devdasi system 

B) Self respect marriage---To promote equality brotherhood & respect for all, the movement give emphasis on 

intercaste & love marriages without any authentication by brahimical priest.----- 

*Tamil nadu is the first state where hindu marriages are legalised even without a present of brahmin priest.  

*Abolishment of caste indicative surname to bridge the caste difference 

Thus, dravidian movement legacy, has become guiding force for TN government frame policies & laws which turn TN 

into one of the most progressive state. But still, state is struggling with caste system, female infanticides etc 

However, now a days the legacy gets molded to ethinic-tamil identity culture and political parties drifted them from 

basic ideology & give emphasis to regional issues like anti hindi sentiments etc.So, there is need to revive the old 

legacy to permanently eradicate the social evils in the state 
 

Q) Examine the factors that led to India’s victory in the 1971 War against Pakistan. What were the outcome 

of this War? (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

In an effort to provide freedom to innocent people of East Pakistan against the atrocities of the West Pakistan, India 

waged a war on Pakistan which resulted in India's victory. 

Factors:  

a) Timing of war: India chose to fight against Pakistan in the winter months when the Himalayan passes were 

snowbound thus cutting China's military support to Pakistan. 

b) Diplomatic: 1) India sought to win international opinion, especially the Western World and forcing the UN to pass 

a resolution condemning Pakistan atrocities on B'deshi.  

2)Signing of the Indo-Soviet Treaty of Peace, Friendship and Cooperation, that provided for immediate support to 

either country in case of a military threat, to counter aids of US and China to Pakistan at the diplomatic and military 

level. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/12/1-nature-objectives-dravidian-movement-successful-achieving-objectives-legacy-today-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/12/1-nature-objectives-dravidian-movement-successful-achieving-objectives-legacy-today-examine/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/Legacy-of-a-social-movement/article16795590.ece
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/14/1-examine-factors-led-indias-victory-1971-war-pakistan-outcome-war/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/14/1-examine-factors-led-indias-victory-1971-war-pakistan-outcome-war/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/The-decisiveness-of-1971/article16802708.ece
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c) Militarily: India not only provided sanctuary to the B'deshi govt in-exile but also trained and equipped the Mukti 

Vahini, a guerrilla force of B'desh. Besides, large-scale usage of Indian Air Force that was unused in 1962 War.  

d) Mutual cooperation b/w Indian armies and B'deshi local population in the East Pakistan making it difficult for 

Pakistani armies to survive there.  

Outcome:  

a)Liberation of East Pakistan which resulted in the creation of a new democratic country called Bangladesh . 

2)Settling of a refugee-crisis to a certain extent. 

3) Huge loss to pakistan in terms of economic & military setback. 

Thus, India's victory over Pakistan was seen as India's commitment to global peace and security and the aforesaid 

factors played an important role in this regard. 

 

Q) Why did the 1971 war fail to bring peace in South Asia? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background - The 1971 war was fought for the liberation of Bangladesh from Pakistan, which was supported by 
Indian armed forces. Pakistan had to suffer huge defeat and about 93000 Pakistani troops surrendered to Indian 
armed forces and the war was concluded with the Shimla Agreement. India had been cautious of not imposing 
humiliating terms on Pakistan while signing instruments of surrender. However despite of this it failed to bring peace 
in South Asia because of following reasons :-  

 Pakistan still bears the scars of humiliation it bears from the defeat and wants to avenge India. 

 Parallel Military rule in Pakistan prevents the civilian government from taking any peaceful steps. 

 Pakistan continues to get military aids from foreign countries. Earlier US and now China have been providing 
support which is being used against India. 

 Acquisition of nuclear weapons have brought Pakistan in parity with India and allows it to engage low cost 
asymmetrical warfare. 

 The Islamic radicalization and support of separatist leaders provide Pakistan an opportunity to create internal 
disturbances within India. 

 Widespread polarisation of pro-Pakistan Bengalis and pro-liberation Bengalis during the war continues to 
meddle in the domestic politics of modern-day Bangladesh with its government prosecuting the people 
involved in alleged war crimes. 

 Bangladesh has been facing terrorist attacks, which can be seen as avenge by Pakistan, to destabilise 
Bangladesh.  

However, the war was not complete failure on part of peace as, it gave birth to the sovereign state of Bangladesh 
and thus ended the atrocities by Pakistani army in Bangladesh. Also, it was able to check the influx of refugees from 
Bangladesh and other spill over effect in India, due to disturbed Eastern Pakistan.  

But, Pakistan has failed to learn its lesson from 1971 war. It is high time for it to realize that its development could 
be aided by mutual cooperation with its neighbours than waging a war against them. 
 

Topic: The Freedom Struggle – its various stages and important contributors /contributions from 

different parts of the country 

Q) Critically analyse views of Gandhi, Tagore, Jawaharlal Nehru and Ambedkar on patriotism. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Patriotism is an emotional attachment to motherland. It was the common thread for all freedom fighters for one 
common cause of Independence. Patriotism towards a subjugated nation under British Imperialism had many different 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/17/2-1971-war-fail-bring-peace-south-asia-critically-examine/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/8dT9fp6ziE5OmxpAM58X6K/Why-the-1971-war-failed-to-bring-peace.html
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/02/1-critically-analyse-views-gandhi-tagore-jawaharlal-nehru-ambedkar-patriotism/
http://indianexpress.com/article/explained/national-anthem-flag-in-theatre-rabindranath-tagore-supreme-court-4406145/
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shades and versions which made our constitution also vibrant and inclusive. Different Views toward Patriotism are as 
below:- 

Gandhi’s view- He dreamt of Gram swarajya which means to make a village, self-sufficient and thereby being patriotic 
to first his local community and then to nation. This is a bottom-up approach of patriotism, which puts emphasis on 
self-character, love, truth, peaceful existence and compassion, swarajya and swadeshi ideology. In the heart of 
Gandhi’s ideology lies voluntary Individual effort toward making nation great.  In his views patriotism is same as 
humanity, for him service to mankind holds utmost importance 

Tagore’s view- Tagore projected a free India as “Where mind is without fear, head held high, where knowledge is free 
and where the world is not broken with narrow domestic walls”. This reflects that his idea was liberal society with 
knowledge flowing free and accessible to everyone. For him, everyone needs to discover their own patriotic inclination 
based on their own understanding. For him, humanity comes first and patriotism second. 

Tagore argued that when love for one’s country gives way to worship, or becomes a “sacred obligation”, then disaster 
is the inevitable outcome. To worship my country as a god is to bring curse upon it,” Tagore wrote in his 1916 novel, 
The Home and the World. However, he was criticised by Gandhi – “the poet lives in a magnificent world of his own 
creation — his world of ideas”. 

Nehru’s view- He was a true internationalist, he emphasised that patriotism of two nation’s shouldn’t create conflict 
with each other, this can be evaluated by his effort to motivate Asian nations post-independence to ascertain their 
freedom, formation of NAM, Panchsheel and peaceful stance toward Sino-Indo and Indo-Pak conflict. His idea of 
making India a secular and socialist nations also emphasises the said view. 

He believed in real patriotism working towards advancement of the society. He wanted to build modern India – well 
educated, industrialized and a pioneer in the field of science and technology. He supported development of scientific 
temperament. His views on patriotism were based on socialist pattern of society. Thus, he believed in service to 
humanity without any discrimination. 

Ambedkar’s view – The father of our Constitutions had radical view towards equality on basis of economic upliftment 
of dalits. He once said “If God proclaims inequality based on caste, I don’t believe in such God”. He observed that – 
true nationalist are those who aspire and work for justice based on Social, Economic and Political. His true intent of 
patriotism can be seen in Preamble of Constitution adopted on 1949. For Dr Ambedkar a vision of India free from 
suppression, exploitation, slavery, bondage, upliftment of depressed classes is what defines patriotism. 

Though their views may differ all of them ultimately states that humanity, non-violence, community service, progress 
and development in every field. 
 

Q) Discuss ideology and contribution of C. Rajagopalachari, and examine how his views differed from 

Nehru’s and Gandhiji’s on important contemporary issues. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

C. Rajagopalachari, the last governor-general of India was a notable freedom fighter, writer, politician and 

statesman. 

Ideology: 

Rajaji was a staunch supporter of liberal economics, and appreciated the way capitalist west rebuilt their economies 

after world war. On the other hand, he can be said to be a conservative on social issues. 

Contribution: 

Rajaji participated in the Non-cooperation movement, Vaikom satygraha and the civil disobedience movement and 

led the vedaranya salt satyagraha. In independent India, he served in as governor-general, central home minister, 

chief minister of undivided Madras state. He also founded the swatantra party. 

Although an avowed Gandhian and a member of Nehru's cabinet, he differed with them on some issues: 

Oppostion with Nehru: 

He opposed the socialist ideology of Nehru and held it responsible for 'permit-quota-license raj'. He advocated 

private participation and minimum state interference in markets. He also opposed Nehru for his pro-soviet stance 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/09/1-discuss-ideology-contribution-c-rajagopalachari-examine-views-differed-nehrus-gandhijis-important-issues/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/09/1-discuss-ideology-contribution-c-rajagopalachari-examine-views-differed-nehrus-gandhijis-important-issues/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/b7BmRSyqrO8LaTmz1yIv5L/C-Rajagopalachari-The-icon-India-needs-today.html
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and wanted India to take inspiration from western economies. 

Opposition with Gandhi:  

He took a pacifist stand to not oppose the British at a time when the country was under attack during the world war 

and did not support Gandhiji's call for Quit India movement. He felt that by throwing away British, India would be 

inviting another colonial power Japan. 

Many of Rajaji's views like free market, nuclear disarmament and communal harmony are very relevant in today's 

world which shows that he was a man well ahead of his times. 

 

Q) “Gandhi was rooted in the society and economy of the country. Nehru used whatever tools his Western 

education exposed him to.” Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Gandhi and Nehru are the two stalwarts of Modern India, former the “Father of the Nation” whereas latter is 

“Architect of Modern India”. But the ideology of Gandhi and Nehru for achieving the cherished dream of a fair and 

just India was different. 

The core element of Gandhi’s ideology was ‘Swadharma’. He believed in a country where an individual was so 

responsible that there is little need for a strong state. He believed in peace, non-violence and conflict resolution. He 

said “The soul of India lives in its villages” and criticised industrialization and modernity. He was also 

a environmentalist- far ahead of his time. 

On the other hand, Nehru had his faith in the western ideas - with a greater role of state in production and planning, 

by promoting scientific temper, industrialization a country can be advanced. He was a statesman acknowledged at 

the international level and his initiatives of NAM, Panchseel doctrine showed the world a new path of global peace. 

India’s progress is hinged on not one but both of their ideologies. It is by maintaining a perfect balance between self-

sustainability and modernization, domestic and international affairs, the India of the dreams of our national heroes 

can be achieved. 
 

Topic: Modern World History, world wars, 

Q) Why the attack on Pearl Harbour by Japanese forces during the Second World War is hailed as one of 

the most significant events of Twentieth century? Do you think some of the consequences of the Pearl 

Harbour attack were justified? Comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Japan attacked US based naval fleet on Pearl Harbour, Hawaii in 1941.It was also called as Hawaii operation or 

Operation Z.Main cause of attack was to prevent US interference in military actions of Japan in South East Asia on 

overseas territories of European 

Most significant event of twentieth century because of following reasons: 

1.It led to the entry to US into WWII which was otherwise neutral 

2.It was a set back to supremacy of Europeans & western powers 

3.It encouraged the confidence among Asians to fight against colonies. 

4.It was a major cause of emergence of US as super power after 1944 

Consequences 

1. It leads to dropping of nuclear bomb by USA on Hiroshima & Nagasaki Japan which results in huge loss of lives & 

other causalities which is not justified ethically & morally. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/09/2-gandhi-rooted-society-economy-country-nehru-used-whatever-tools-western-education-exposed-discuss/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/09/2-gandhi-rooted-society-economy-country-nehru-used-whatever-tools-western-education-exposed-discuss/
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/fH0FLdalb1YQnzFE3kzCEL/Individualist-Gandhi-versus-statist-Nehru.html
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/07/1-attack-pearl-harbour-japanese-forces-second-world-war-hailed-one-significant-events-twentieth-century-think-consequences-pea/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/07/1-attack-pearl-harbour-japanese-forces-second-world-war-hailed-one-significant-events-twentieth-century-think-consequences-pea/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/07/1-attack-pearl-harbour-japanese-forces-second-world-war-hailed-one-significant-events-twentieth-century-think-consequences-pea/
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/editorials/shinzo-abe-japan-pearl-harbor-world-war-4414150/
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2. It also resulted into declaration of areas with Japanese and Korean populations as "military zones," requiring these 

citizens be transferred to "relocation camps" during war. Hence it leads to unethical confinement of millions of 

people destroying their constitutional rights. 

Though war cannot be justified on ethical and humanitarian grounds but in long term it resulted into strengthening 

of US relationship with Asia Pacific and also raise awareness among countries of world about ill effects of nuclear 

weapon resulting into acceptance of No first Use policy. 
 

Q) What is ‘One-China policy’? Briefly discuss history of this policy. Does this policy benefit stakeholder 

countries? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Financial Times 

One- China Policy : It is the diplomatic acknowledgement of the Chinese position that there is only one China in the 
world and Taiwan is a part of that China. As a policy, this means that countries seeking diplomatic relations with the 
People's Republic of China(Mainland China) must break the official relations with the Republic of China(RoC, Taiwan) 
and vice versa.  

History of the policy : It dates back to 1949 when in civil war, defeated nationalists leader- the Kuomintang(under 
the influence of Japan), moved back to Taiwan and made it their seat of government while the victorious 
Communists declared the People's Republic of China (under Mao Zedong). Both sides said they represented entire 
China. Since then, PRC has threatened to use force on RoC if they ever tried to claim independence. According to 
"1992 consensus" both Beijing and Taipei considered as being part of one China but disagreeing to “Republic” part as 
their rightful representative. So for the past 20years Taiwan has promoted itself as a free, democratic independent 
country. 

Effect on stakeholder countries:-  

Beijing: Beijing has obviously benefited the most from the policy, which has cast Taiwan out into the diplomatic 
wilderness. Taiwan is not recognised as an independent country by much of the world nor even by the United 
Nations. 

USA : 

 Initially recognised Taiwan in order to check China's moves, but in 1979 the U.S. switched diplomatic 
recognition from Taiwan to the PRC- in favour of Beijing. 

 Washington maintains unofficial relations with Taiwan through the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT), 
embassy that implements U.S. policy, and the US remains Taiwan's most important security ally. USA passed 
the Taiwan Relations Act which guarantees support for the island. Under this act, the USA continues to sell 
arms to Taiwan. And benefits by not estranging ties with China while also engaging economically with Taiwan – 
9th largest trading partners of USA especially in arms/weapons. USA however diminishes its image of 
“supporter of a democratic world order”. 

Taiwan: 

 The lack of diplomatic recognition by the U.S. and most other nations means that it cannot belong to 
international organizations, such as the United Nations, that require statehood as a condition of membership. 

 Even in its isolation Taiwan has not entirely lost out. It maintains vibrant economic and cultural ties with 
neighbours. 

This has remained a contentious issue, both for China and Taiwan. With the election of Trump as president of USA, 
the outlook of USA towards PRC and RoC might witness a change which will be eyed upon by all. However, India's 
stand was made clear by Sushma Swaraj in 2014, she told Chinese foreign minister that they must accept one-India 
then only India will recognise one-China.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/15/1-one-china-policy-briefly-discuss-history-policy-policy-benefit-stakeholder-countries-critically-examine/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/12/15/1-one-china-policy-briefly-discuss-history-policy-policy-benefit-stakeholder-countries-critically-examine/
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/Committed-to-%E2%80%98One-China-policy%E2%80%99-says-White-House/article16802723.ece
https://www.ft.com/content/ece8091c-c0ed-11e6-9bca-2b93a6856354
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Q) We are witnessing rise of national-populists across the world. What challenges do they pose to 

democracy? Critically comment on this rising phenomenon. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Victory of Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, Recep Tayyip Erdogan embody the triumph of national-populism. This rise 
is due to their projection as new order against old political establishments. The rise is also characterized by the 
exploitation of the voters’ resentment against the existing system, in the context of rising socio-economic 
inequalities including rampant joblessness due to mechanization. This has given the notion of post-truth democracy 
– where it makes it hard for the citizenry to distinguish fact from fantasy. 

They pose following challenges to democracy: 

 Empty signifiers: the populists do not even present socialistic references and programmes, mere slogans and 
paraphrases are used, for instance “making America great again”. 

 Xenophobic overtone: the populists, while establishing direct links with people cultivate a nationalistic style 
with a xenophobic overtone – this will breed intolerance on religious and ethnic groups as communities begin 
see immigrants as “outsiders” who threaten the interests of the “insiders”. This is successfully done by arousing 
fear among the masses about job losses and terror attacks 

 Fostering dissentions: the populists promote themselves as protectors of besieged nations and sometimes, 
even foster tensions for making their discourse more relevant. Thus, it leads to divisions among people of a 
nation. 

 Managerialism: populists claim to run the country as a company. This helps them to distinguish themselves 
from old political establishments. Also, their promises on economic front like job creation etc will have 
credibility. It also helps them to get the support of the corporate sector. This could lead to crony capitalism, 
further widen the inequalities and thus threaten democracy. 

 Personality cult: populist leaders relate to people directly and constantly, establishing a cult of personality. The 
opposition’s space declines. Centre of gravity of power shifts from parliaments to the seat of personal 
authority. Those who fight the populists are then considered as anti-national. 

 Undermining institutions: they capitalize on the legitimacy coming from the people’s mandate for fighting 
alternative power centers enshrined in the constitution. For instance, attempts to change procedure for 
appointing judges under Rajpaksa government in Sri Lanka. 

National populism also leads to centralisation of power and failure of any measures of checks and balance. Freedom 
of expression is often constrained in the name of national security and interest. There may also be little hesitation in 
using force both internally (to repress separatists) and externally. Often, authoritarian leaders make mistakes 
because of their very modus operandi: Gradually insulated from the real world, they do not listen to advice, and 
nobody dares to tell them the truth anyway. 

As a result, naked kings may initiate moves which can boomerang. When such developments occur before the 
complete devastation of the democratic legacy, democracy can be revived, like in Sri Lanka today. Also, most of 
them rose to power through democratic means, i.e., contesting elections. Thus, elections still remain essential to 
political legitimacy. 
 

Q) What impact would backlash against globalisation, technological innovations and rivalries between 

great powers will have on India? Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

It is believed that three broad international trends are set to disrupt the world in 2017. One, the anti-globalisation and 
the trend towards protectionism; two technological transformation and automation which can kill jobs; and three the 
great power contestations among the world powers. 
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Impact of backlash against Globalisation on India: 

 Trade relations: assent of Trump to US presidency can see more protectionism and tearing up of free trade 
agreements. This will impact India in the form of reduced trade flows, higher tariffs etc. also, FDI from USA into 
India may see a declining trend. Brexit too poses similar challenges by promoting inward looking tendencies. Anti-
globalisation may however help India retain her farm subsidies without opposition from its trade partners. 

 Labour migration: skilled workers from India working in US companies may see a drop as USA is slated to bring 
in more restrictions on H1-B visas. This will mean reduced employment opportunities for Indian skilled workers 
overseas. 

 Comparative advantage untapped: The comparative advantages of countries may go untapped as barriers and 
walls rise up between countries. India’s lead in services sector, pharmaceuticals etc. may find no takers. 

Impact of technological innovations on India: 

Disruptive technologies like artificial intelligence, robotics, big data, will not just reduce the demand for labour, both 
skilled and unskilled, but will also pose challenges on data security and privacy front. The onset of such digital 
revolution on one hand, combined with poor digital literacy of Indian masses, will require robust cyber security 
architecture to be created by India and also enable skill development in these new technologies. Also, as these 
technologies can throw millions into joblessness, it can impact law and order, development indicators and could also 
lead to political turbulence. 

Impact of Global rivalries: 

Rising rivalries among nations need India to readjust its foreign policy & defences in order to mark its significance. It 
has to do the fine balancing act to balance its relations with Russia, China and USA. As the geo-political dynamics are 
changing, such balancing is needed to maintain friendly relations with all nations. This is also crucial to initiate reforms 
of international multilateral forums like UN, WB; and also seek support for membership in groupings like NSG. 

The current trends are disturbing and are hard to manage. But seeing India’s past history of deft management of affairs 
in global fora, the ability to have continued economic growth amidst financial crisis means that the prospects need 
not be pessimistic for India: it may well cope up. 
 

Q) In hindsight, do you consider nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was a mistake by USA? In the 

light of justifications given by USA, critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

On August 1945, during the final stage of WW2, the United States dropped nuclear bombs on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki which eventually led to the surrender of Japan and marked the end of the war. The use of nuclear bombs 
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki were nothing but technology demonstration on the part of USA. It is said that the 
Japanese were already defeated and ready to surrender because of the effective sea blockade and the successful 
bombing with conventional weapons.  

The global understanding is becoming more clearer that dropping the nuclear bombs were unnecessary, repugnant 
and very likely a war crime, due to fowling reasons :-  

 Loss of lives- The bombings probably killed more than 200,000 Japanese civilians and it was almost entirely 
civilian, with few military targets. 

 Technology demonstration - Dropping of the atom bomb was a calculated demonstration of U.S. and western 
military superiority in a Cold War scenario. It is also believed that US wanted to test the outcome of Manhattan 
Project in actual conditions. 

 Gave push to arms race- Had the US not dropped the A-bombs, the nuclear arms race might have proceeded 
more slowly and less wastefully, possibly without hydrogen bombs. 
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However, USA's justifications  given to prove it right were :  

 It was believed that mass murder would bring the Japanese emperor to surrender, which worked in favour and 
lives of American and Japanese soldiers were probably saved by it. 

But this argument is very weak because saving lives of soldiers by killing civilians is no way justified. Civilians 
were not even involved in the war and they were innocent . Rather, USA could have used other methods like 
bombing in shore area or in Japanese area where people were not living or could have pressurized Japan 
diplomatically through warning. Such a warning could have persuaded the Japanese to end the war. Ending a 
war by killing civilians cannot be appreciated and it is a  murder, which is never morally licit.  

 Since US had already suffered the loss of more than 418,000 lives, both military and civilian so wanted to end 
the war in a quick way. Dropping of nuclear bomb was immediate reaction to Japan's attack on Pearl Harbour.   

But in Pearl Harbour it was US navy which was attacked by Japanese who were there to contain and if required 
attack Japan. So Japanese saw them as a threat and attacked. In reaction US could have also attacked their 
military bases and if they were so keen to show off its military and weaponry might.  

 Japanese government had never put forth a set of terms on which they were prepared to end the war prior to 
Hiroshima incident. Further there was no historical record over the past 2,600 years of Japan ever surrendering. 

But, as we know Japans stand with respect to war was weakling as, Germany also surrendered and Japan was 
also weak within. And also, there were other ways available to pressurise Japan to surrender.  

Though the after-effects of the nuclear bombs on human life can never be justified, it cannot be denied that the war 
would have continued for a longer time if it weren't for the bombings. However, this led to arms race and the era of 
cold war started. Thus there was a need to condole such events or show at least sympathy to the aggrieved - which 
was recently shown by Japanese and USA premiers respectively visiting Pearl Harbour and peace memorial at 
Hiroshima. 
 

Topic: Colonization, decolonization, political philosophies like communism 

Q) It is said that some of the African countries are indebted to Cuba, especially during the leadership of 

Fidel Castro, for various reasons. Illustrate with examples. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Fidel Castro's Cuba was a loyal friend and a hero for the third world nations in Africa, who supported their freedom 

struggles, stood up against the powerful US and apartheid despite of their limited resources  

Many of the African countries are indebted to Cuba; namely  

1. South Africa: Castro and Cuba was instrumental in transition of South Africa to a democracy and end the evil of 

Apartheid. They also provided medical aid and infrastructure at times of need.  

2. Angola: Cuba supported the Popular Movement for Liberation of Angola (MPLA) against armies of racial South 

African and US forces.  

3. Namibia: Cuba provided military support Namibian Independence movement for liberation of South west Africa 

from South Africa.  

Apart from these Cuba supported the cause of African nations in many other ways, including  

1. Ideologies: Cuban ideologies of human rights and social rights became the foundation for Mandela's social model.  

2. Diplomatic: Cuba supported anti-apartheid struggle through diplomatic interventions in UN and Non Aligned 

Movement.  

3. Social: Cuba set up schools for African youth; have educated thousands of doctors.  

Recently, during Ebola outbreak, Cuba led international aid efforts to Africa when developed nations were hesitant, 

indicating Castro's continued commitment to Africa even in post-liberated Africa 
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Q) “While the enlightenment project symbolised the intellectual supremacy of the West, the colonial 

project that followed was the material manifestation of liberal arrogance.” Elucidate. (200 Words) 

The Hindu  

The term enlightenment refers the intellectual movement of 18-19th century of Europe based on the ideas of 

democracy, equality, liberty and rationality. Beginning with French revolution, it came as a movement against the 

authoritarian regimes of numerous European countries. 

The core of enlightenment movement was based on equality of all mankind, freedom of speech, self-rule, and 

separation of religion from the state. However, these noble ideas had its application only in domestic circumstances 

of the nations concerned. For ex. While British, which was the first country to adopt these ideas in their politics, 

never followed them when it came to their colonies. India, Africa, China and other colonies were not given any 

opportunity to self-rule. Various laws like Vernacular press Act & Public safety act was enacted to suppress freedom 

of speech and self-rule movement. 

Moreover, with the theme of white men’s burden to bring civilization, enlightened intellectual of the time, not only 

justified this but actively supported in establishing the idea of inferiority of native people and superiority of Europe 

belying the equality and secularism. Slavery was prominently practiced. However, Intellectual such as Karl Marx, 

Tocqueville justified the British Colonism in India and other colonies. Even JS mill went on to say that Despotic 

government is a means to the end of improvement and ultimately self-government of Colonies. 

Even the France, which was harbinger of the idea of quality, liberty and fraternity among European countries after 

French revolution, never left behind in race of colonization. This aggression was rarely resisted by enlightened 

intellectual 

of France. Hence, Colonial project that followed was the material manifestation of liberal arrogance of 

enlightenment period. 
 

Q) Why the attack on Pearl Harbour by Japanese forces during the Second World War is hailed as one of 

the most significant events of Twentieth century? Do you think some of the consequences of the Pearl 

Harbour attack were justified? Comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Japan attacked US based naval fleet on Pearl Harbour, Hawaii in 1941.It was also called as Hawaii operation or 

Operation Z.Main cause of attack was to prevent US interference in military actions of Japan in South East Asia on 

overseas territories of European 

Most significant event of twentieth century because of following reasons: 

1. It led to the entry to US into WWII which was otherwise neutral 

2. It was a set back to supremacy of Europeans & western powers 

3. It encouraged the confidence among Asians to fight against colonies. 

4. It was a major cause of emergence of US as super power after 1944 

Consequences 

1. It leads to dropping of nuclear bomb by USA on Hiroshima & Nagasaki Japan which results in huge loss of lives & 

other causalities which is not justified ethically & morally. 

2. It also resulted into declaration of areas with Japanese and Korean populations as "military zones," requiring these 

citizens be transferred to "relocation camps" during war. Hence it leads to unethical confinement of millions of 

people destroying their constitutional rights. 
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Though war cannot be justified on ethical and humanitarian grounds but in long term it resulted into strengthening 

of US relationship with Asia Pacific and also raise awareness among countries of world about ill effects of nuclear 

weapon resulting into acceptance of No first Use policy. 
 

Q) Since the December 2012 gangrape, there has been little progress in ensuring safety of women in the 

Capital. Examine why despite numerous court hearings on the issue, there has been no progress on this 

issue. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Background: –  Nirbhaya incident of 2012, became a watershed event for evaluation and improvement of women 
safety in the country, especially in the capital. Widespread protests and public outrage resulted in very speedy trials, 
setting up of the JS Verma committee, enactment of the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013, Nirbhaya Fund and 
other knee-jerk reactions. 

Even after numerous court hearings in these four years, there has been little progress in the issue. 

 Numerous Court hearings has highlighted following issues:- 

 Lack of PCR patrolling – along the ‘dark stretches’ of the Capital, which makes them crime prone zone and thus 
safety on those stretches becomes crucial. 

 Separate crime investigation unit – Court raised the issue of separating Delhi Police’s “crime investigation unit” 
from its “general law and order” duties. 

 Map the high crime areas – The court asked the police to map areas with high rates of crime against women. 

 To conduct sociological study- The court also directed the police to conduct a “sociological study” to look at the 
background of offenders and victims, which revealed that over 60 per cent of all cases of sexual offences were 
committed by people known to the victim. 

 Expedite the process of filling police posts – To the court asked the Centre to expedite the process, but it has 
been delayed. Frustrated by the delay, the court summoned the central government officials to explain why the 
sanction for additional police posts was getting delayed. The court was told that the proposals were “too 
costly”. 

 Control of footage – Over a dispute on who should control the footage of the CCTV cameras, the court said that 
police should have control of the footage rather than Delhi government. But, till now the work of setting up 
cameras in police stations has not started. 

Why there has been no progress? 

 Lack of necessary infrastructure – It was found that in high crime areas/ hotspots/ vulnerable areas there is 
lack of police and CCTV surveillance, missing streetlights are missing and presence of alcohol vends, etc are 
causing increase in crime. 

 Shortage of women staff – Delhi Police has started, all-women PCR vans and deployed in five places of the city. 
But they were unable to expand the project to other places in the city because they did not have “enough 
women drivers.” 

 Shortage of police personnel in general – The Delhi Police, is facing the problem 0f being “understaffed” and 
this has been informed to the Home Ministry (MHA), seeking more personnel. But, the request has not been 
met till now. 

 Hurdles in creating additional posts – The demand for additional personnel by Delhi police has been facing 
rejection by Finance ministry on the name of -costly affair. Also, one high-level committee submitted its report, 
rejecting the demand for additional personnel and seeking “rationalisation of the jurisdiction” of police stations 
for “better distribution” of resources. 
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 Lack of clarity and coordination over jurisdiction – The AAP government offered to “finance” the proposal of 
installing CCTV cameras for Delhi Police but a dispute arose between the police and the Delhi government over 
access to and control of the CCTV footage. However, court made it clear that police should have the control, but 
still CCTV cameras have not been installed, which is delaying the move towards safety of women. 

 Other issues – There is no adequate institutional security provision in case of unorganized sector women 
workers. 

 Other concerns ( related to investigation, compensation )- Improper mobilisation of Victim compensation 
scheme and funds, a delay of two to four years in getting forensic reports since there was only one Delhi 
government-run forensic science lab (FSL). “Urgent” cases were sent to the CBI’s Central Forensic Science Lab. 
The government then proposed to set up Regional FSLs in all 5 ‘zones’ of Delhi but it couldn’t reach an 
agreement with DDA on the transfer of land for the FSLs. 

Women’s safety is an indicator of the social development and well-being of the country. Delhi Government, Centre 
and the civil society should come together to ensure that sensitization of women safety and law enforcement are 
taken up without delay. In this direction, attention should be paid to the views and concerns raised through the 
numerous court hearings. 
 

Q) What do you understand by an open society? At present the world is witnessing the rise of of closed 

societies. What danger do closed societies pose to world peace? What factors are contributing backlash 

against democracy? Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

A society that is characterized by a flexible structure, freedom of belief, and wide dissemination of information is 

known as an open society. Democratic systems are, to some extent, open societies. A closed society, on the other 

hand, is the one in which there is a rigid structure and little freedom or tolerance of belief. At present, the world is 

witnessing the rise of closed societies 

Dangers posed by closed societies to world peace: 

 Self-interest: closed societies are often guided by their own self-interest, rather than the global interest. This is 
dangerous to world peace and world peace requires cooperation, certain compromises, and sacrifices to be 
done. For instance, Germany post the 2008 crisis - it imposed an austerity programme that served its narrow 
self-interest. 

 Complicated institutions: when countries become closed, or inward looking, their institutions do not 
incorporate reforms. For instance, Eurozone has become the victim of antiquated laws. Such complexities in 
functioning of institutions will hinder democratic and faster decision making. As a result, world peace is 
affected. 

 Alienated electorate: closed societies not only have minimal interactions with outside world, but also against 
any demand by electorate for liberal governance. This leads to alienation of electorate. Eg: North Korea 

 Excessive regulation: closed societies often have complicated and excessive regulations regulating economic 
activities. Thus, it leads to issues like tax evasion, lack of business friendliness which in turn leads to poor job 
generation and economic growth. This is not conducive to the growth of the country as well as the global 
growth. 

 Authoritarian regimes: closed systems may lead to authoritarian governance, where people's rights are not 
respected or enforced. Fundamental rights gets curbed. People do not have rights to develop themselves to 
their full potential.  

 Islamophobia: many countries like Western European countries and even USA, islamobhobia is on the rise. 
This divides the societies, creates cleavages, anxiety and fear. 

 Anti-migrant tendencies and xenophobia: as was evident in Britain, now in USA, poses hindrance to global 
movement of cheap labour. This impedes economic activities and thus slows down global growth 
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 Stagnation: a closed society is usually not receptive of new technologies due to the fear that technology may 
create an ocean of unemployed. Creating barriers to absorption of new technologies, new ideas and thoughts 
will lead to stagnation in society which hinders world progress.  

 Racial and ethnic democracies: certain section of society enjoys full rights where as other sections are denied. 

Eg: rohingyas in Myanmar 

Factors contributing to backlash against democracy: 

 Failure of expectation - Elected leaders failed to meet voters’ legitimate expectations and aspirations and that 
this failure led electorates to become disenchanted with the prevailing versions of democracy and capitalism. 

 Impact of globalization: Globalization brought far-reaching economic and political consequences. It increased 
inequality within both poor and rich countries, which was harmful. In the developed world, the benefits 
accrued mainly to large owners of financial capital, who constitute less than 1% of the population. This led to 
dissatisfaction among masses as there were no redistributive policies. This dissatisfaction is now being 
capitalised by opponents of democracy.  

Disintegration received a powerful boost in 2016, first from Brexit, then from the election of Trump in the US, and on 
4 December from Italian voters’ rejection, by a wide margin, of constitutional reforms. In this regard, democracy can 
stay strong with the constitution, by strengthening democratic institutions, a proactive but a responsible media. All 
these can resist any disintegrating, centrifugal and dictatorial forces  
 

Topic: Salient features of Indian society; Social empowerment 

Q) Can recent demonetization be considered as ‘cultural revolution’? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Cultural Revolution means to bring transformation of a society in terms of customs, behavior & socio-economic 
aspects. It is being held that rather than see demonetisation as only an economic measure to curb corruption, the 
government wants to usher in “a behavioural change at all levels of society”, which is a part of “the grand ‘cultural 
revolution’. Demonetization was also called as “yagna against corruption, terrorism and black money.”  

Demonetization cannot be called a cultural revolution: 

Critics argue that demonetization drive is neither culture nor revolutionary. Government still needs lucky draw 
contests to incentivize digital payments and behavioral change. Also, the revolution will be ushered in through an 
executive fiat from above rather than it emerging organically from the people. While caste-based discrimination and 
women exploitation has also been part of our society for a long time, there has not been any steps to initiate 
Cultural Revolution in these spheres which are big barriers for development. Also, imposing technological fixes to 
solve systemic and deep rooted problems is against cultural evolution.  

In this Cultural Revolution, culture becomes a mask to hide fundamental material realities. Thus, it does not tell us 
that the top one per cent of people own 58.4 per cent of the country’s wealth. When the bottom 50 per cent own 
only 2.1 per cent of the wealth. Further, he roots of corruption are not being addressed. Once the cash crunch ends, 
corruption can start again.  

Demonetization can be called a cultural revolution: 

Demonetization has created a cultural revolution in a sense that society is shifting towards use of digital cash. Also, it 
has forced them to learn and use technology in this regard. Even a "chaiwala" uses paytm now. Clearly, our way of 
living has been impacted. It is also a social revolution as even uneducated people have begun to transact through 
mobile phones. Also, in spite of the fact that it has caused difficulties to people, people too have been largely 
supportive of the government. It is also revolutionary in political terms as a very bold step has been taken to fight 
corruption and black money. Thousands of youth are voluntarily spreading digital literacy among the poor and the 
illiterate.  
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Revolution need not always be noisy battles , mass protest sometimes it is silent queue outside ATMs 
demonetization is a revolution may not be entirely cultural but a technological one to change social , political, 
cultural and economic aspects 
 

Q) Are the divisions of caste and religion less sharp than they once were, especially when it comes to inter-

caste and inter-religious marriages? Do you think inter-caste marriages should be encouraged? Critically 

comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background- A new survey called SARI (Social Attitudes Research for India) investigated what people think about 
inter-caste and inter-religious marriage. Unfortunately, the SARI data suggest that the desire to stop other people 
from having inter-caste marriages is not as uncommon or distant as we might like to think. Taking the help of data, 
we will see that the divisions of caste and religion has not reduced and it is still prevalent & being passed to next 
generation.   

Are the divisions less sharp? 

 Strong opposition for inter- caste marriages :- Nearly 50 per cent of the non-Scheduled Caste respondents in 
Delhi and 70 per cent in Uttar Pradesh said that they would oppose a child or close relative marrying a Dalit. 
There was even greater opposition to inter-religious marriages. 

 Strong opposition for inter-religious marriages-  In Delhi, about 60 per cent of Hindus said they would oppose a 
child or relative marrying a Muslim; a similar fraction of Muslims would oppose a child or relative marrying a 
Hindu. In Uttar Pradesh, the opposition was even greater: about 75 per cent of Hindus opposed marriages with 
Muslims, and only a slightly lower fraction of Muslims, about 70 per cent, opposed marriages with Hindus. 

 Support for legislation to stop such marriages - The survey asked respondents whether they thought there 
should be laws to stop marriages between upper castes and lower castes. About 40 per cent respondents in 
Delhi and more than 60 per cent in rural Uttar Pradesh said that such laws should exist. This was even 
supported by many educated people which raises serious questions about our education system and whether it 
is doing enough to reduce caste and religious prejudice.  

 Social pressure - It is believed that inter-caste or inter-religious marriages can make a person an outcast among 
his family and neighbours. He may even be barred from family inheritance. Still many of the youth passing out 
of the premier technical and medical institutions still depend on their parents to choose their spouses. Also, 
threat to life due to honor killings which are unlawful and barbaric acts as a social pressure. Thus, socio-
psychological backwardness of mind-set is deeply rooted in many rural pockets and even some urban incidents. 

 Lack of support from government machineries -  In practice, officials in the courts and the police often enforce 
divisive social norms rather than enforcing the laws. They may discourage or intimidate couples who try to 
marry across caste or religious lines. Lack of government support in the face of family disapproval may be one 
reason why the India Human Development Survey found that only 5 per cent of marriages are inter-caste. Since, 
mobilisation of people on the lines of caste has become political phenomenon, it has become very hard for any 
political party  to w courage to take up support for inter-caste marriages as an agenda item.  

Should inter-castes marriages be encouraged ? 

 Will led to annihilation of caste- Ambedkar pointed out, the social ban on intermarriage is “the most 
fundamental idea on which the whole fabric of caste is built up”. Ambedkar, and many others who have studied 
the stubbornness of caste, think it will only be annihilated when people marry across caste lines. 

 Constitutional rights -  The inter-group marriage should be promoted and protection should be given to those 
who seek them , as it is their constitutional right .  

However, government approves of these marriages and each year, the Ministry of Social Justice and 
Empowerment makes available 500 monetary awards to inter-caste couples. This shows that following the 
constitutional provisions, government wants to reduce the division of India on the lines of caste.  
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Way forward- IEC awareness, role of CSO, the rightful enforcement of SC and ST Prevention of Atrocities 
Amendment Act, cooperative role of Law enforcement agencies in providing safety with fixing responsibilities can 
improve the inter-caste marriages. However, a lot more is to be done to break such prejudices.  Our forefathers 
Mahatma Gandhi and Ambedkar had envisioned a caste-less and secular society for India. It is the moral 
responsibility of the citizens to live on these principles to promote peace, prosperity and social stability in the 
country. 
 

Q) Do you think the practice of or belief in untouchability is waning in India? How can untouchability be 

effectively tackled? Critically analyse. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Article 17 of our constitution abolishes untouchability. It is also made a punishable offence under untouchabilities 
offences act 1955. however, the resent protests by Jats, Marathas demanding reservation in government jobs, and 
media reports of Dalits being attacked, as it happened in Una, Gujarat, all point towards the fact that caste based 
discrimination is commonplace even in today's society.  

A survey called SARI (Social Attitudes Research for India) carried out in Uttar Pradesh and Delhi gives many insights 
into prevalence of the practice of untouchability. About one-third of non-Dalit Hindus in Delhi said in the interview 
that someone in their household practices untouchability. In Uttar Pradesh, half of adults said that someone 
practices it. 

In Delhi, half the adults in non-SC Hindu households, where someone practices untouchability, said they themselves 
practice it; in Uttar Pradesh 70 per cent did. Contrary to the popular perception that younger generation does not 
practice untouchability, it was found that they were not any less likely to practice it.  

 Non-admittance: in many cases, people don’t admit to practicing untouchability as they consider it is a 
politically wrong thing to do so. Thus, even though many might be practicing, the non-admittance cannot be 
considered a measure for its waning away.  

 Reservation: as reservation is based on caste, and due to the fact that the reservation benefits are being 
misused or used by only the creamy layer, and also due to inadequate job generation, there is a perception of 
betrayal among the upper castes who are economically poor. Such perceptions manifest in the form of caste 
based discriminations as was observed in Maharashtra and Gujarat. 

 Lower caste people are not given houses on rent by the upper caste people. In a house, the maid is given food 
in a different plate and water in a different cup, not the one used by the family. Inter-caste marriages face 
threats and at times results in honour killings and cold blooded murder, with the sanction of Khap Panchayats. 
The caste-based mobilization during elections is further widening the gulf among various castes.  

However, in various cases, we see the practice of untouchability waning. In schools, children eat their midday meals 
along with children from different castes and backgrounds which acts as a unifying force. Schools, colleges, 
universities, work places, transportation like buses, metros have become areas where people rise across caste 
barriers, mingle with one another and carry on their business and profession, unmindful of any caste hierarchies. 
Also, emergence of new middle class, rapid urbanization (migration to urban areas weaken the caste), cosmopolitan 
and consumerism culture have been waning away the practice. The capitalistic outlook has emphasized on skills and 
profits rather than on caste.  

Caste rigidities divide the society and harm its social fabric. It can lead to low and order disturbance due to violence.  

Untouchability can be addressed in following ways: 

 Admitting the prevalence: Everyone needs to admit that untouchability is still a widespread problem, not only 
in rural India but also in urban India. This is the first step in solving the evil 

 Inculcation of values: To address the root cause, right values must be inculcated since childhood. Parents, 
teachers, and even the government should inculcate values of equality and empathy among the younger 
generation. A study of primary school students in the United States found that white students who read about 
both the accomplishments of and the discrimination faced by black Americans later displayed less biased 
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attitudes towards blacks than white children who had merely read about accomplishments. Thus, children 
should also be made aware of the atrocities and discriminations faced by the lower caste people.  

 Eradication of inhumane occupations: like manual scavenging. Swachh Bharath Abhiyan aiming to make India 
open defecation free is a step in the right direction 

 Economic empowerment: through providing for skill development, providing credit access through formal 
channels through schemes like MUDRA so that they can get gainfully employed or self-employed. 

 Land reforms: by giving land to landless dalits, will reduce their dependence as tenant farmers on lands of 
upper caste people. This will reduce their harassment and exploitation.  

 Temple entry: even though article 15 prohibits any such discrimination, dalits face hurdles in temple entry. 
Initially through deployment of force by district administration and in log term through promoting attitudinal 
change, this should be corrected. 

 Reforms in criminal justice system: so as to strictly punish people guilty of practicing untouchability. The low 
rate of conviction under SC/ST (prevention of atrocities) act must be keenly addressed.  

 Emphasizing on education by providing scholarships, fellowships, residential hostels and providing them free 
legal aid are also crucial steps in addressing the problem.  

A fundamental change in attitude is the need of the hour. We must strive for Mahatma Gandhi's and Ambedkar's 
dream of social and economic equality for the collective good of society. The untouchables in India are victims of 
social apathy and a fallout of religious extremities. Realizing that this belief is against nature, against humanity is 
more essential and Inclusion can only come with implementation at all levels and in all spheres. 
 

Q) “Dalit liberation is essential to the liberation of all the Indian people, and impossible without it.” In the 

light of recent events that have taken place against the interests and rights of dalits, critically comment. 

(200 Words) 

EPW 

The year 2016 marked 10 years since the barbarism of Khairlanji in the Bhandara district of Maharashtra, where four 
members of a Dalit family were lynched in a most gruesome manner by persons who belonged mainly to the 
politically-dominant, “backward caste” Kunbi–Maratha jati. 2016 also witnessed the tragic suicide of Rohit Vemula, a 
PhD student at University of Hyderabad, after he was deprived of his fellowship due to his political activities under 
the banner of Ambedkar Student's Association. Four young Dalit men were stripped and beaten with chains by Gau 
Rakshaks in Una, Gujarat, for allegedly killing a cow when they were only skinning the dead animal for their 
livelihood. The dominant-caste Marathas, including the Kunbis, have come out aggressively demanding amendments 
to the Prevention of Atrocities Act and reservations for themselves in the context of other such dominant castes also 
gunning for reservations—for example, the Jats in Haryana and the Patels in Gujarat.  

In the backdrop of these incidences, Dalit liberation is an urgent need, not only for their own benefits, but also for 
whole of India. 

If we consider the whole society as a body and every caste as it's organ, we would realize that if any one of the organ 

doesn't work perfectly in our body,it harms the body. That is why, for our society to work better, Dalit Liberation is 

essential to the liberation of all the Indian people and impossible without it. 

 Inefficiency in economy: caste system not just leads to division of labour, but also division of labourers. This 
lack of economic mobility hurts economic efficiency that might have been possible from the cheap, skilled 
labour of Dalits. Also, economic mobility to Dalits, while promote Dalit capitalism. It will promote 
manufacturing, especially MSMEs, thereby contributing to economic growth. 

 A value laden society: When people see caste discrimination in their normal day-to-day life, they feel that 
discrimination is an acceptable thing and this has spill over effects in discrimination against women and 
continuance of patriarchy. Thus its end will enable people to embrace more egalitarian values. 
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 Law and order: atrocities against the Dalits have led to Dalit protests. Dalit protests often disturb the 
atmosphere and thus affects the economy, tarnishes the image of the country and its government; disturbs 
trade and commerce 

 Inclusive growth and development: According to 2011 census Scheduled Castes make up 16.6% of India's 
population .Leaving such a large part of population behind it will be difficult for india to lead in the 
development race. 

According to Socio-Economic and Caste Census-2011, 56% Rural families are landless and out of them 73% are Dalits 

and 79% are Tribal families. Dearth of resources make them more vulnerable to social injustice like forced religion 

conversion. India will find it extremely difficult to be able to rise in terms of human development index and other 

human right index leaving such large population economically behind  

On taking stock of present situation, however, it seems that ending caste discrimination may take time. But the 

unified protests that Dalits have launched means that the process is hastening. The increasing political and social 

consciousness is a step in right direction. A social system which gives identity to people based on their birth and 

discriminates against them, raises hopeless inferiority complex. So, the social system itself should be ended. It 

becomes our duty to liberate our Dalit fellows thus liberating ourselves. To Liberate Dalits we need to liberate’ all’ 

our people from such prejudiced mindset, with moral education because a single ill thought can spread like fire and 

affect the mindset of our future generation and thus barring Dalits from their rights 

Liberation is not a selective phenomenon touching some groups while condemning others to darkness. To use the 

demographic dividend, the latent talent, to serve as an inspiring soft power with ancient cultural and spiritual values, 

the chance must be given equitably to all Indians to show their inherent and acquired capabilities. 
 

Topic: Population and associated issues 

Q) New data from the Civil Registration System of the Registrar General of India shows a fall in sex ratio 

at birth from 898 girls to 1,000 boys in 2013, to 887 in 2014. Examine the reasons for  declining sex ratio. 

Also examine why states such as Tamil Nadu which are progressive, are experiencing fall in sex ratio at 

child birth. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background –  New data from the Civil Registration System of the Registrar General of India point to the hardening of 
the pattern, with a fall in sex ratio at birth from 898 girls to 1,000 boys in 2013, to 887 in 2014. This depressing trend 
is consistent with evidence from the Census figures of 2001 and 2011. 

Reasons declining sex -ratio:- 

 Patriarchal mindset – Due to patriarchal mind-set, still baby girl is not welcomed by most of the families and they 
go for sex-selective abortions and female foeticide, thus causing low sex ratio. 

 Technological access- ultrasonography has become increasingly accessible especially in urban areas. The 
technology is being misused to determine the sex of the child before birth. This leads to sex selective abortions. 

 Girls are treated as a liability- there is a perception that girls are “paraya dhan” and hence cannot be counted 
for support during the old age. A girl child also means paying huge amounts as dowry in her marriage which poor 
people cannot afford. There is also a perception that a girl child needs to be protected more and there is higher 
chance of bringing disgrace to the family if something goes wrong. So, due to such fear, girls are being foeticide. 

 Poverty- perception that working outside home and earning income is the domain of men. Hence, a male child 
means another hand for labour which can ensure more income to family. 

 Prevalence of child marriage – causes low birth weight babies and poor development of mothers during 
pregnancy leads to miscarriage. 
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 Neglect of health- Women are given less importance and are generally malnourished leading to more number 
Infant mortality rates ( IMR ) cases among them .Likewise ,High Maternal mortality Rate ( MMR ) are also 
responsible for the fall in sex ratio. 

However, when states like Tamil Nadu- with a strong social development foundation- have slipped on sex ratio at birth 
(834), going by the CRS data for 2014, it becomes matter of concern. 

Main cause for falling sex ratio in progressive states like Tamil Nadu are patriarchal societies that have translated their 
prejudice and fanaticism into a compulsive preference for boys and discrimination against girl child. Female foeticide 
is being practiced in some of the region of Tamil Nadu in the name of “Genetic counselling”. 

The cradle baby scheme was started in 1992 in Tamil Nadu to raise the survival chances of girl children by encouraging 
mothers to give them anonymously for adoption. Yet, the latest numbers, together with the persistence of the 
programme after 24 years, and 260 babies being abandoned in just one centre over a six-year period, make it clear 
that national policy has achieved little in real terms. 

There is a lag of massive social investments to protect girl child. Moreover there is a vicious cycle of low female literacy, 
social restrictions on females, females dependency on family/husband economically, restricting their role in family 
planning and contributing low sex ratio. 

Way forward – Enforcement of the law that prohibits determination of the sex of the foetus must go hand in hand 
with massive social investments to protect both immediate and long-term prospects of girls — in the form of cash 
incentives through registration of births, a continuum of health care, early educational opportunities and social 
protection. 
 

Q) Now and then, some of the functionaries on the union government have demanded a law on population 

control and have even suggested that the voting rights of those with more than two children should be 

revoked. Does India need such law and measures like male sterilization to control population? In your 

opinion, how population should be controlled? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

EPW 

In India, there has been renewed focus on curbing the growth of the population using methodologies of preventive 
checks which ignore the gender rights as well as the current socio-economic dynamics of the country. In 2013–14, 
out of 42,14,950 sterilisations, only 2.2% were on men. 

Does India need such laws and measures to control population ? 

 Curbs the rights of the citizens – In the past during emergency in 1976, forced mass sterilisation not only 
reflected misuse of power and authority by the executives, but also shows how the fundamental rights (A-21) of 
the citizens were curtailed. Checking population growth is concerned with the women’s reproductive health 
and rights. Putting check on voting rights for population control would be sign of immature democracy, going 
against the very spirit of democracy, curtailing constitutional rights of the citizens (A-326) 

 Women has to bear the burden – Most of the time, the burden of population control is pushed on women. This 
gender discrimination in population control causes tragedies creating dangerous health consequences for the 
women, for example – death of 13 tribal women in Chhattisgarh due to carless tubectomies. This shows that 
the state is setting targets without considering the fallout on people, especially women. 

 Reduction in population growth – The census 2011 registered that the decadal growth rate of 17.64 %, which 
got reduced from 21. 15 % (census 2001). It shows that population growth is reducing. According to the 2013 
Sample Registration System (SRS), India’s total fertility rate (TFR) has dropped to 2.3 and is just 0.2 points away 
from reaching replacement levels. In fact in eight Indian states, the TFR is already below replacement levels. 
Thus, going by the data’s, India does not needs such immature laws for population control. 

 Learnings from China’s stringent population control policy – China’s once child policy for population control 
has many negative outcomes like – violation of rights, increase in dependency ratio, less population to work 
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due to aging population, etc which made China to reverse its one child policy in 2016 . So, India should learn 
from China that any stringent laws and measure would have its own negative consequences. 

 Male sterilisation is easier – Whenever, male sterilisation is talked about, it gets strong opposition from the 
society, ignoring that it is an easier and reversible procedure. Due to patriarchal mind-set men feel ashamed to 
opt for it and they force women for sterilisation, ignoring women’s right to contraceptive choice. So male 
sterilisation should be advocated. Men should be made aware that it does not affect their masculinity in any 
way, it simply cuts off the live spermatozoa. But it should not be forced upon anyone. 

How population should be controlled ? 

 Persuasion and creating awareness- Awarness should be created regarding the benefits of having less number 
of children. Nudging people towards low fertility by making it a sign of high social awareness and respect. 
Persuasion through social media, celebrity to control population and reduce gender bias (BBBP, SSY) so that 
people don’t give birth to more children in the hope of having more sons. 

 Use of Contraceptive – Incentivising family planning by providing cheap contraceptives. Educating men and 
women on the use of alternative forms of contraception- on spacing methods by advocating an Intrauterine 
Contraceptive Device (IUCD) 

 Curbing Child marriages – Marrying at older age in comparison to child marriage, helps women to make better 
decisions on giving births and family planning. Sajha Abhiyan in Rajasthan is a good initiative to reduce child 
marriages, thus population. 

 Empowering women – The woman should be empowered so that they can have more say in family planning. 
However, due to rising literacy, participation in labour force, the say of women is increasing, but still a lot needs 
to be done. 

 Improving the health infrastructure – Government should enhance the quality and outreach of health care 
services especially related to reproductive health, sterilisation, medical counselling for population control, 
distribution of contraceptives, etc. 

As our country is going ahead on a growth trajectory, more people are getting aware about family planning for a 
better standard of life. Need of the hour is addressing the issue of population explosion with greater vigour at select 
pockets like – populous states of Bihar, UP where the fertility rate is higher than the national average. Special 
emphasis is needed on states like Haryana where gender equality seems to be a distant dream. 
 

Topic: Issues relating to poverty and hunger. 

Q) Comment on the findings of ‘Household Survey on India’s Citizen Environment & Consumer Economy’ 

(ICE 360° survey) 2016. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Background: The ICE 360° survey 2016, covering 61,000 households is among the largest consumer economy surveys 
in the country. The survey divides urban India into four clusters: metros (population more than 5 million), boom 
towns (2.5 to 5 million), niche cities (1 to 2.5 million) and other urban towns (less than 1 million) and rural India into 
3 different clusters: ‘developed rural’, ‘emerging rural’, and ‘under-developed rural’. Survey was conducted by a not-
for-profit organization, People Research on India’s Consumer Economy (PRICE). 

Findings:  

 Nature of the debt: More than a quarter of Indian households are indebted, and a majority of them borrow 
from informal sources rather than banks or financial institutions. The proportion of households in the bottom 
quintile which has informal loans (21%) is twice that of the proportion of households which has formal loans. 
This shows that the penetration of formal channels for loan provision has been poor, particularly in rural areas 
and for the poorer sections of the population. This leads to people taking loans from moneylenders who charge 
exorbitant interest rates, which has also led to cases of farmer suicides.  
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 Rural-urban debt distribution: The survey shows that 30% households in rural India are indebted while the 
comparative figure for urban India is 21%. This shows that more people in rural India are in need of loans and 
also, the capacity to pay back the loans is lower for the rural populace.   

 Debt utilization: survey shows that substantial portions of debt in are utilized for meeting social obligations 
such as arranging for wedding feasts or other family functions puts a heavy debt burden on Indian households. 
Nearly a third of those having loans reported taking loans to meet social obligations. The proportion of such 
households is higher at the bottom of the pyramid than at the top. This shows that debt is being utilized for 
unproductive purposes which does not generate any income and thereby increases the difficulty in paying back 
the debt. This leads to defaults and sub-optimal utilization of capital. This also deepens poverty and leads to 
vicious cycle of debt.  

 House ownership: survey has also busted the notion that house ownership is necessarily a sign of prosperity, 
with the results showing that 97% of the bottom 20% had own houses as compared to only around 80% for the 
top 20% rich. This also points to the preponderance of low quality and small houses in India. 

Way forward: In all, the survey should serve as a wakeup call that much need to be done for the economic and social 
empowerment of India's masses and the government should take adequate steps to address the issues brought forth 
therein. Promoting skill development for better employment opportunities, penetration of formal banking linkages 
via SHG linkages, provision of insurance against increasing agricultural vulnerabilities, social awareness to ensure 
debt is utilized for productive purposes are required to be taken in right spirit.   
 

Q) The official study of Maharashtra government reveals that in seven tribal belts, over 40 per cent of 

children are affected by some form of malnutrition. Examine the causes and comment why Maharashtra 

government has failed to address this issue. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

It is a paradox that, one of the top performing states on economic indices- Maharashtra reels with severe 
malnutrition in tribal belts with over 40% children suffering from Moderate to severe malnutrition. Tribal districts 
like Palghar, Melghat see severe child mortality with up to 500 children dying every year against a population of 3-
4lakhs. 

Causes for malnutrition among tribals :- 

 Ineffective implementation of schemes- The top-down approach followed by government schemes do not 
cater for food habits of tribal . 

The PDS, Supplement Nutrition and Take home ration schemes have not been effective in addressing the issue of 
malnutrition in the state. Most of the tribal families did not have ration cards to avail the benefits of the scheme.  

 Poor quality of services – The was found that grains infested with insects, worms and other containment were 
being supplied to the tribal. Except for carbohydrates and proteins, other food groups – milk and dairy 
products, fruit and vegetables, and fats and sugars – were missing from the diet of the food being supplied by 
the government. The Aaganwadi’s either do not serve the meals or serve meals of ‘poor quality and quantity.’ 
Also, they did not have toilets or had toilets in unusable condition, adding further to the malnutrition problem. 

 Isolation- Tribal areas still lack the basic amenities- health infrastructure facilities which could be instrumental 
in addressing health problems due to malnutrition, addiction to alcohol, teenage pregnancies and poor hygiene 
practices which further adds to the miseries of tribal people. 

Why Maharashtra Government has failed ? 

 The government failure is due to lack of a comprehensive plan for tribal development. 

 Poor Monitoring, irregular and delayed PDS services with two to three month delivery gap, also the quota 
delivered was not as per the entitlement. 
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 The poor infrastructure and connectivity makes the services centres inaccessible for people and they often walk 
for several kilometres. So, government also failed to build sufficient infrastructure. 

 State government failed to focus on the special needs of the tribals as they vary culturally and geographically 
from other beneficiaries. 

 State government has also failed to create awareness among indigenous tribals due to illiteracy, there is less 
knowledge about “hygiene”, “balanced diet”. 

Way forward- While health centres have seen better functioning recently, there is an urgent need to connect and 
develop the backward region to address the root cause of poverty while simultaneously having a nutrition based 
food scheme instead of general PDS. Maharashtra government should allocate higher fund to Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam 
Amrut Aahar Yojana, which can be a starting point to address this crisis. 
 

Topic: Urbanization – problems and remedies 

Q) Critically analyse existence and causes of various social disparities in urban India. (200 Words) 

EPW 

In times of increased migration to urban cities due to globalisation, the amalgamation of the various strata of Indian 
society has given rise to various social disparities in the urban India. Identity-based disparities in India has emerged 
and such disparities causes people continue to be locked out of markets, or from schools, public goods, or access to 
other assets that lead to the acquisition of human capital and other transferable skills, on the basis of caste, ethnicity 
or gender. 

Existence of disparities in Urban India:-  

 Gender cum social disparity - In urban places in general women experience certain discrimination in labour 
market, society, family, etc due to their gender. But, such problem gets further aggraded when identity of women 
based on her socio-religious groups is decided in urban places.  

 Caste based disparity - The Sachar Committee supplemented evidence of such caste based disparities in Indian 
societies, by presenting detailed evidence on the disparities existing between religious groups with respect to 
education, access to government programmes and bank credit, employment and health.  

 Inter- generational disparity -  Various factors, including structural ones, such as region and caste group, as well 
as other, more localised, factors associated with household events, combine to perpetuate IGP (Inter-generation 
poverty) and that being rural and poor, or SC/ST and rural, or the child of less educated parents and female—
plays catalyzing role in creating such disparities.  

 Rich and poor disparity - Due to concentration of wealth in few hands, the class disparity is very much visible in 
urban India. It causes huge difference in living conditions and standards of the upper and lower class. 

Causes of various social disparities in India :-  

 A major reason for the enduring disparities across social and religious groups lies in the unequal and 
discriminatory access to skill and education (as well as land and capital endowments) and lack of occupational 
mobility.  

 Such disparities also occur due to prejudices in labour market about productivity of any particular community or 
certain stereotypes about any particular community. For example, still in urban India, for works related to 
scavenging, people form particular caste are looked for. In the same way women are not given priority in certain 
jobs on the basis of strength, motherhood, etc.  

 Disadvantaged communities accept the importance of education, but low perceived net returns to education 
reduces effective demand for education among certain Communities, which is also guided by their choice for 
occupation. 

 Migration of farmers and landowners to urban area due to fall in agricultural opportunities. These migrants have 
to work as labourer in cities because of lack of skills other than farming. 
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The backwardness of certain communities has resulted in discrimination against them in the labour market in urban 
India, thus lowering perceived returns to education for such communities. This further reduces their incentive to invest 
in education.  

Reliance on traditional pro-poor policies is not sufficient to ensure inclusive growth 

as they address only poverty-related barriers. Policies should instead target the crux of the problem—social 
perceptions causing disparities.  In this context it may be pointed out that, although reservation has often been 
criticised for creating creamy layers, but it has been important in addressing pessimism about prospects in the labour 
market and breaking inter-generational poverty traps. 
 

Q) In the event of the anniversary of the Chennai floods, critically analyse the challenges faced by 

government in making cities flood proof. Also examine what common challenges does Chennnai, Kochi, 

Mumbai and Kolkatta face when it comes to floods. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

While all the clamour and limelight is stolen by Smart City, AMRUT and other Urban renewal programs, the 

important question of such cities' resilience to natural calamities is often overlooked. 

Challenges faced by the Govt in making cities flood proof : 

1. Increasing squatter settlements --> These being informal settlements, mostly encroach floodplains and margins of 

sea and waterbodies. Since there are no records and data available, evacuation and resettlement strategies are 

difficult to be setup  

2. Counter-productive short term flood-relief measures --> Evacuating rainwater from cities for flood-proofing may 

lead to water scarcity and other natural calamities. 

3. Red-tapism and unauthorized approval --> Licensed buildings and industries are coming up in the flood-prone 

areas where approval is obtained through illicit means. Thus, state has to tackle corruption cases also to ensure 

proper flood-proofing 

4. Unforeseen fallouts of urban development --> Unscrupulous emphasis on urban renewal may lead to distress 

migration from rural areas increasing the urban population, also increasing encroachments and squatter settlements 

Common challenges faced by coastal cities : 

1. Threat of global warming --> Even going by the 2 degree rate of rise in temperature, these cities are vulnerable to 

the associated sea level rise as much of the formal and informal encroachments are now proximate to sea.  

2. Large no of river and creek openings --> As most of these areas are also, good fishing spots, considerable 

population dwells around such areas. An increase in sea level may turn these people homeless 

3. Natural defenses unprotected -->Native vegetative cover, mangroves, salt pans, wetlands and sandy beaches, 

that offer natural resilience in cases of calamities are sidelined by the state machinery for sake of economic 

development. 

Way ahead 

1. Active participation in containing the rise in temperature to 2 degree Celsius above pre industrial age level. 

2. Creating new financing mechanisms to fund climate resilient measures. 

3. Regulating the land use to conserve the natural water resources which will help in both flood mitigation and water 

scarcity. 

4. Sustainable expansion of cities both horizontally and vertically to meet the growing demands. 

The best alternative is to focus on adaptation by incorporating an eco-friendly model of urban development laying 

emphasis on natural defences. Environmental impact assessment should be considered for all programs even 
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indirectly related to it as there is no scope for correction once the policies are implemented. Corruption and further 

dilution of environmental norms should be done away with strictly and phased evacuation of migrants from 

encroached areas should be immediately started. 
 

Q) Do you think banning diesel vehicles, closing industries or enforcing odd-even schemes would address 

pollution problem in Indian cities effectively? Examine what are the long-term solutions for addressing 

pollution. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Background: WHO report lists 16/30 Indian cities in the list of most polluted cities.In order to deal with the 
persistent pollution problems in Delhi, certain measures are being taken like converting engines of vehicles into CNG, 
banning diesel vehicles, closing industries, enforcing odd-even schemes and so on. But the problem still persists. It 
has been held that such piecemeal measures will not do much to tackle the mounting problem due to growing 
urbanization. This is explained as under: 

 Closure of industries: In 1996, the Supreme Court ordered the closure of hazardous industries in Delhi to 
reduce pollution instead of forcing them to clean up their act. This led to the unemployment of over a million 
people directly or indirectly. Recently, the ban on diesel vehicles in Delhi created similar problems.  

 Banning entry of vehicles: For example, non-destined trucks are not supposed to enter Delhi. If citizens of 
Agra, Jaipur, Rohtak, Panipat and Meerut (also very polluted cities) made similar demands, it would become 
difficult for goods and food to reach Delhi 

 Ban on diesel vehicles: diesel vehicles produce more particulate matter. But CNG vehicles produce more  Nox. 
But there is no data on how much NO is produced by CNG vehicles to assess its impact on the formation of 
smog. 

 Banning old vehicles: study done by CSIR and IIT Delhi has found that banning 15 year old vehicles will only  
remove about 6 % of cars off the road. This will not have a drastic impact on pollution levels. 

Thus, long-term measures need to be implemented to address the problem of pollution. 

 Emission norms: shifting to Bharath stage 6 norms will reduce the emission of particulate matter, sulfur, 
volatile organic matter, thus bringing down pollution levels. This will require investment in re-engineering of 
vehicle engines which should be incentivized 

 Changing behavior patterns: simply providing more buses and metros will not change behavior patterns. Cars 
should be made more expensive, investment in bus travel to make it faster and easier than cars, hike in 
parking rates, banning free parking on government property. We will also have to redesign signal-free roads 
and blocked right turns which force people to drive an extra 30-40 per cent to their destinations. Fairly good 
footpaths are available in Lutyen’s Delhi and Chandigarh. Yet, hardly people use it. To make the walk more 
pleasant, shops, restaurants, kiosks etc must be promoted.  

 Planned neighborhoods: so as to reduce the need to commute. For instance, instead of shopping malls, there 
can be neighborhood shops as former will encourage car use, resulting in more pollution and accidents.  

 Promoting innovations: use of biofuel, ethanol blending as in Brazil, car sharing/pooling as in Germany, use of 
green and clean technologies by industries must all be incentivized and encouraged. Recent policy on 
electric/hybrid vehicles (FAME) must be taken up rigorously. The stubble burning in neighboring areas can be 
controlled by diverting the stubble for biogas generation and so on. 

 Promoting public transport: bus rapid transit system, expansion of metros, providing last mile connectivity will 
increase the demand for such services. 

"We Do Not Inherit the Earth from Our Ancestors; We Borrow It from Our Children" so its important to have holistic 
approach related to pollution control. 
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Topic: World geography 

Q) Recently Andaman and Nicobar islands witnessed heavy swells formed due to the depression over 

southeast Bay of Bengal. What are depressions? How are they formed? Examine their relationship with 

airmasses. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

A low pressure system also known as a Depression occurs when the weather is dominated by unstable conditions. 

Formation: 

Under a depression air is rising, forming an area of low pressure at the surface. This rising air cools and condenses 

and helps encourage cloud formation, so the weather is often cloudy and wet. In the Northern Hemisphere winds 

blow in anticlockwise direction around a depression. Isobars are normally closely spaced around a depressions 

leading to strong winds. 

Depressions are often accompanied by fronts. Most depressions have a warm and cold front, more mature 

depressions may also have an occluded front.  

Maturity: 

The warm air rises up above the sinking colder air . A warm area develops between the warm and cold fronts. The 

mature stage of a depression often occurs over the UK. 

Occlusion: 

The cold front travels at speed of 40 to 50 miles per hour, compared to the warm front which travels at only 20 to 30 

miles per hour. Therefore the cold front eventually catches up with the warm front. When this occurs an occlusion is 

formed. 

Relationship with airmass: 

The weather of south and south east Asia are mainly associated with MARITIME TROPICAL AIRMASSES known as 

summer monsoons, warm, humid and unstable which yields torrential rainfall when forced to ascend by mountain 

barriers. being originated in southern oceans they move northeast and after entering main land they are heated 

from below cuz of warm ground surface and hence become unstable and conventional currents are produced. 

The recent depressions in Bay of Bengal are mainly due to ITCZ and jet streams as the winter air mass i.e. Polar 

continental airmass do not enter Indian subcontinent due to effective barrier of Himalayas 
 

Q) Recently researchers have discovered the existence of hot hydrogen atoms in an upper layer of Earth’s 

atmosphere known as the thermosphere. Briefly discuss features of various layers of atmosphere and then 

discuss significance of discovery of existence of hot hydrogen atoms in thermosphere. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

The Earth's atmosphere is composed of five layers which are: 
1) Troposphere: It's the most important layer of the atmosphere as it contains breathing air for living beings. 
Moreover, all the weather-related phenomena like precipitation occurs in this layer. 
2) Stratosphere: It contains layers of ozone gas and is free from weather-related phenomena. Thus, ideal for 
airways. 
3) Mesosphere: All the meteorites, coming from the outer space towards the earth, are burnt in this layer. 
4) Thermosphere: In this layer, the temperature increases with increase in height. It helps in radio-transmission by 
reflecting radio waves back to the earth. Ionosphere is a part of this layer. 
5) Exosphere: Many light gases like hydrogen and helium are found in this layer. 

The recent discovery of hot hydrogen gases in the Thermosphere has following significance:- 
a) It suggests that current atmospheric models are missing some key physics that impacts many different studies, 
ranging from atmospheric escape to the thermal structure of the upper atmosphere. 
b) Changes our current understanding of the H distribution and its interaction with other atmospheric constituents. 
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c) It significantly affects the distribution of H atoms throughout the entire atmosphere. 
d )It raises a question about H atoms' sources of origin. 
Thus, the current discovery holds a great significance for the scientific communities in particular and our planet in 
general. 
 

Q) Examine how the cultural diversity of mountains and the identity of highland people is getting affected 

by forces of globalisation, migration and climate change. (200 Words) 

Down to Earth 

Mountains have been home to unique environmental as well as cultural diversity. The threats to their originality 

began with their exploitation since industrialisation, the testimony being various tribal revolts like Jaintia and Garo 

rebellion of 19th century against exploitation by the colonial masters. 

Threats due to globalization- 

(a) Increased exposure to modern ways of life-increased connectivity means increased tourist footfall, increased 

dilution of culture by TV, internet and digitization- many folk songs have died under Bollywood melodies. 

(b) Indigenous and traditional knowledge which is a mark of uniqueness gradually replaced by conventional/modern 

ways-eg. Sowa rigpa of Ladakh/Sikkim replaced by allopathy. 

(c) Drain of natural resources like forest produce, water and minerals leaving the place unsustainable for the locals. 

Threats due to migration- 

(A) Intermixing , inter-marriages with people setting in hills. 

(B) Migration to land for work diminishes their traditional way of life, food habits and agricultural and cultural 

practices. 

(C) It also leads to end of traditional villages and social culture of the region-many ghost villages in Uttarakhand. 

Threats due to climate change- 

(a) Traditional organic methods of farming in hills do not give enough outputs due to global warming. 

(b) Supply chains disruption due to landslides/earthquakes decreases chances of economic viability.  

(c) Total destruction due to environmental disasters-nepal earthquake. 

While hills cannot be kept isolated from the mainstream, there is an urgent need to preserve their originality as they 

are world’s intangible heritage and highlight humanity’s versatility on earth by regulating tourism, sustaining 

indigenous way of life and increased govt protection to traditional knowledge(e.g. AYUSH). 
 

Q) What do you understand by desertification? Examine the causes of desertification around the world. 

Illustrate with examples. (200 Words) 

Down to Earth 

Desertification is the process by which fertile land becomes desert due to drought, deforestation or inappropirate 

agriculture. Cause of desertification around the world: 

1) Africa: Major reasons for deforestation here is 1) Overgrazing 2)Agricultural activities and 3)Overexploitation of 

vegetation for domestic use. Examples: Horn of Africa and the Sahel have been affected by huge amount of droughts 

these year. 

2) Europe: Overgrazing and Deforestation are the main reasons for the desertification. Water scarcity and droughts 

are becoming increasing threats to Europe. 
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3) Asia: 1) Overgrazing 2)Deforestation 3)Agricultural activities are constitute causes in a decreasing order. A UNCCD 

reports show that there are expanding deserts in China, India, Iran, Mongolia and Pakistan, encroaching sand dunes 

in Syria, steeply eroded mountain slopes of Nepal, and deforested and overgrazed highlands in the Lao People's 

Democratic Republic. 

4) Australia: Overgrazing is the major cause of desertification and results to about 90% of deserted land in Australia. 

5) Latin America and Caribbean nations (one-fourth desert and drylands): The major cause in Latin America is 

agricultural activities. Poverty and pressure on natural resources are critical factors driving land degradation in much 

of Latin America and the Caribbean. Brazil has semi-arid zones and tropical savannahs, large parts of Colombia and 

Venezuela are highly degraded, in Dominican Republic, Cuba, Haiti and Jamaica, erosion and water shortages are the 

major problems. 

6) North America: Arid lands in parts of North America are among those severely affected by 

desertification. Deforestation being the major cause along with overgrazing. Excessive withdrawl of groundwater is 

killing the ability of aquifers to replenish. 

Integrating land and water management, protecting vegetative cover, keeping overgrazing in check, turning to 

livelihood sources that do not depend on traditional land use can be adopted to keep desertification in control. 

 
Q) Examine the causes of cyclone sin the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. It is found that severity of 

cyclones is increasing in Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. Examine why. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Tropical cyclones are created because of Low Pressure created in the ocean.Recently there have been more 

cyclones in Bay of Bengal (BOB) and Arabian Sea, and its reasons are- 

1)This is due to a newly discovered Phenomenon El Nino Modoki which causes warm moist conditions in the Central 

Pacific and dry cold conditions in Eastern and western pacific. 

2) They make landfall on the eastern side of the peninsula. Since there is an upper air Jet stream that blows in the 

easterly direction.  

3) Water in BOB is shallow hence subjected to more storms since they cannot be depressed down as in the case of 

deep water also fresh water from more no. of rivers intensify the cyclones. 

4) SW East tropical easterly jet stream in between 15 to 20deg North has enhance it's the probability to have landfall 

in AP and further shifting f ITCZ provide clear path for cyclones to follow. 

5) The number of cyclones per year show significant differences indicating that El Nino Modoki years are conducive 

for cyclone formation over Arabian Sea while El Nino is conducive for cyclones over the Bay of Bengal. 

6) Higher coriolis force and increase in humidity in lower atmosphere. 

Rising seas temperature has led to whet local atmospheric conditions and strengthening of cyclones ( enhance 

cyclo-genesis) in AP and TN region. Also increase in El Nino which is conducive for cyclones over the BOB and 

ascending limb of the walker cell has brought further rain in TN.ADDING to this increased industrialisation has 

contributed to greater coastal temperatures that influenced the track of cyclones. 

IPCC 3rd report has confirmed that South Asia will face intensified cyclones due to human induced climate change. 

The need of the hour is to go for more sustainable development and go for prevention and mitigation by following 

NDMA guidelines in letter and spirit. 
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Q) Recently scientists have discovered a jet stream within the Earth’s molten iron core. Discuss the 

significance of this discovery. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

New Scientist 

BBC 

Scientists created an X-ray view of the Earth by using satellite data and discovered a jet stream within the earth’s 
molten core. It is an accelerating band of molten iron circling the North Pole, like the jet stream in the atmosphere. 
The vast jet stream some 420 kilometres wide has trebled in speed since 2000, and is now circulating westwards, which 
is three times faster than the speed of liquids in outer core. 

Significance of the discovery: 

 Magnetic field: Scientists hold that the accelerating jet is a natural phenomenon that dates back as much as a 
billion years, and can help us understand the formation of Earth’s magnetic fields that keeps us safe from solar 
winds. Scientists call this to be like tracking the flow of the river at night based on candles floating. The motion of 
iron itself cannot be seen, but the motion of flux lobes provides insights into the nature of magnetic field 

 Earth’s interior: the study of the jet can reveal important details about the core’s composition, its behaviour 
which is responsible for generation of the magnetic field. Scientists say that the reason for faster speed of the jet 
stream could be the faster rotation of core compared to the earth. Further research can reveal more information 
on the core characteristics. 

 The polarity flip: by understanding how the jet stream is generated, one can understand how the field changes 
over time, and when it will weaken and reverse. 

 Magnetic field-solar wind interaction: It will help in understanding the interaction between the solar winds and 
magnetic fields of other planets as well (eg- how solar winds ripped off the atmosphere of Mars which depends 
on magnetic field for its existence on a planet). 

However there is an important limitation i.e. this technology uses magnetic field to trace down the movement of 
molten iron. However not all the iron deposits move fast enough to create magnetic fields, strong enough to be 
detected by this technology. Thus the scientists predict that there might be a counter current of same type in South 
Pole as well but it does not produce a large enough field to be detectable. Nevertheless, this discovery is a big leap in 
understanding our planet and its interiors which in the long run can enhance our precision in understanding magnetic 
and related atmospheric phenomena. 
 

Topic: Distribution of key natural resources across the world; Changes in critical geographical 

features. 

Q) Coal production in India has not been commensurate with the growing energy demand. Critically 

examine causes and consequences of this trend. (200 Words) 

EPW 

According to Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM 2012), gross geological coal resources are estimated at 286 billion tonnes, 
which are sufficient to meet India’s demand for at least the next 100 years. About 75% of the total coal produced in 
India is used for power generation. But, the coal production in India is not sufficient to support energy needs of 
India.  

Causes:-  

 Neglected Underground mining- Underground mining in India has been neglected due to slow evolution of 
technology and lack of long term plans, making it difficult to mine underground. Already the coals located at 
shallow depths are getting depleted, which will create demand-supply gap further.  
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 Deterioration in quality of coal production - The quality of coal production has declined over the years due to 
inefficient mining, using outdated technologies. The quality of coal has declined from 5,250 k Cal/kg in the 
1970s to the current level of 3,500 k Cal/kg.  

 Poor contribution of private players in production - Coal mining in India is dominated by PSU-Coal India 
limited that is- more than 80 % of total production. Private players only contribute 9% to the production and 
that too mainly captive mining. The failure of private sector in increasing production has been attributed to 
various factors, which include lack of a level-playing field between the public and private sector, price 
distortions, absence of an independent regulator, besides opaque and flawed policies. 

 Policy paralysis - Bottleneck faced by environment clearance, tribal rehabilitation, Delay in taking action over 
EIA and SIA, civil society protest, etc all dissuade further investment. Along with it, cancellation of coal block 
allocation by Supreme Court. All these affected the production of coal.  

Consequences:-  

 High import dependence - Import dependence causes burden for the economy and contributes to current 
account deficit. More dependence on import also, exposes the country to geopolitical risks and higher 
international prices.  Import dependence for thermal grade coal, for instance, has increased from 10 million 
tonnes in 2002 to 69 million tonnes in 2011.  

 Increased cost of energy production- The cost of production for energy increases, thus more burden on 
consumers in terms of affordability and sustainability.  

 Discourages private investment - Monopoly by PSU, lack of level playfield, policy paralysis, discourages the 
private investment in coal mining. Thus affecting mining targets and inflow of technologies. 

However, to stream line mining, energy production through coal , government has taken following steps- setting up 
district mineral foundations - to address issues of regions affected by coal exploration, extraction of coal bed 
methane - which is adsorbed on coal surface, making coal extraction more profitable, super critical thermal plants - 
works at critical temp(water) for better efficiency, newer technologies for better coal washing for cleaner burning, 
transparent e-bidding of coal blocks, encouraging private players to buy coal blocks abroad for easy access to 
bituminous and anthracite, for example- Adani group in Australia. 

Way forward - Increasing competition, allowing privates in non-captive mining, improving technologies for 
underground mining, improving capacities of CIL, privatisation of coal industry and setting up of the National 
Environment Assessment and Monitoring Authority (NEAMA) ensures that the green standards are enforced and 
that mining is done in an environmentally sustainable way. 
 

Q) It is argued that geography predetermines conflicts. Illustrate this with the example of ongoing Manipur 

crisis. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Geography is related to physical features (like hills, plain, forest etc.) . These physical feature can stratify areas into 
rich or poor, accessible or inaccessible etc. The age of nation-states which have their foundations in an enclosed 
territory, geography becomes an important factor. Many conflicts of the present day like Russia-Ukraine, India-Pak, 
India-China etc. have their root in geography, which Robert D Kaplan powerfully expressed as 'the revenge of 
geography'. 

In the case of Manipur, the reasons for the recent conflicts in the creation of new districts which has divided the 
Nagas. Thus, the United Naga Council has imposed a blockade of the Imphal-Dimapur road and the Imphal-Silchar 
road, which are the two lifelines of Manipur.  

 Conflict over land as a resource: The roots of the conflict lies in the notion of exclusive ethnic homeland as 
demanded by different inhabitants of Manipur. Different ethnic communities have overlapping demands over 
land. For instance, settle agriculturists, shift cultivators and hunter gatherers will have different relationships 
with land. Nagas, Kukis, Meiteis and many other smaller ethnic groups in Manipur are thus in a web of 
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overlapped homelands. Nagas are demanding greater nagalim, with overlapping claims with those of Kukis and 
Meities.  

 Distinction between hill and plain: British made a distinction between hills and plain in their revenue 
administration when Manipur was a British Protectorate. This continued even after independence. Today, the 
Imphal valley is under the modern revenue administration as defined by the Manipur Land Revenue and Land 
Reforms Act; but not the hills, where customary laws continue to shape administrative norms. While the state 
is deemed to own all lands in the valley, in the hills, the principle of eminent domain is disputed. This led to 
conflicts among the natives.  

 Agricultural and administrative problems: The hilly areas are not suited for agriculture making the life of 
people there difficult in lack of other means of employment. The administrative difficulties in these areas has 
led to disruption of law and order and AFSPA has been imposed which further causes problems 

 Distance from the seat of power: The difficulty of terrain and distance from center of power(New Delhi) led to 
neglect from the colonial rulers and the trend continued post-independence 

 Hostile terrain: Difficult terrain led to poor development of transportation and communication. Lack of 
connectivity has led to poor integration of the state's economy and society. Problems of poverty, 
unemployment are thus high. Added to this is the xenophobia among the locals due to migration as migrants 
take away jobs from the local people.  

 Strategic location: on international border and internal conflicts increased military presence which further 
reduced scope of peaceful and sustainable development.  

Centre should hold a broader and more inclusive dialogue with all stakeholders concerned. The need of the hour is 
to reduce geographical separation ( eg-kaladan multimodal project) and initiate a multi-stakeholder dialogue( like 
being done in J&K) for smooth transition and sustainability of the region. Further, development in the region should 
be pursued with renewed vigour so as to create more jobs. Recent efforts towards skill development of youth in the 
region is also a step in the right direction.  
 

Q) There is a growing awareness that water endowments in India are severely under the threat of 

exhaustion and degradation. However, scant attention has been paid to maintaining the health of rivers, 

their catchments, and aquifer systems. In this regard, examine what needs to be done. (200 Words) 

EPW 

EPW 

Background- Since independence, the focus has been on intensifying utilisation of water through building more and 
more dams on rivers or extracting groundwater through wells and tube wells. India has constructed more than 4,400 
major and medium-size dams and extracts about 251 billion cubic metres of groundwater annually. Yet, scant 
attention has been paid to maintaining the health of rivers, their catchments, and aquifer systems. 

Water in India is governed as a public good, with evolving yet disjointed awareness of its environmental, social and 
economic underpinnings.  

Impact : -  

 Beneficiaries are not getting benefited - While large sums have been spent on constructing infrastructure, the 
benefits to farmers, for whom this has been done, have been so inadequate that the country is ravaged by 
droughts and floods year after year. 

 Degradation of groundwater - Groundwater levels and quality have fallen alarmingly because what was 
originally a solution to the problem of water availability—tube-well drilling—has now become a reason 
aggravating the problem. 

 Threat to water availability - Human interventions leading to over-extraction and pollution can have harmful 
effects on the quantity and quality of water available, thereby adversely affecting drinking water and 
livelihood security among a large number of people.  
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What needs to be done ? 

 Ecosystem approach - Need to bring an ecosystem perspective to our water management and governance. 
This alternative framework sees water in its natural state as essentially in the common pool, to be shared 
equitably by all and it shifts the rules and norms governing the water sector from the current production-
centric approach to a comprehensive ecosystem approach.  

 Cropping as per agro-climatic zonation - A greater need to emphasise that cropping patterns should be 
brought into alignment with the agro climatic characteristics of each region. 

 Focusing on traditional water harvesting - Traditional water harvesting systems is very crucial for an 
integrated approach to water conservation in India. 

Recently submitted report of the Committee on Restructuring the Central Water Commission (CWC) and Central 
Ground Water Board (CGWB) proposes many critical reforms to water governance, particularly on the environmental 
and social axes of the trinity approach. The Mihir Shah Committee report lays a solid foundation for restructuring 
water governance in India.  Thus, following recommendations can also help in addressing the problems :- 

 Focusing on hydro-logical unit- There is a need for a greater focus on comprehensive hydrological scale to 
prioritise demand-side management, covering the continuum from sub-watersheds to river basins. Need is to 
integrate surface and groundwater  as an hydrological unit. A detailed hydrological mapping from village-level 
micro-watersheds to multistate river basins will help in water governance through a better understanding of 
water itself. 

 Availability of data for awareness and strategy formulation:- Data availability in India is currently fragmented, 
scattered across multiple agencies, and inadequate for sound decision-making. There is a data gaps on the 
interconnectivity of rainwater, surface water, and groundwater, land use, environmental flows, ecosystems, 
socio-economic parameters, and demographics at the watershed level. Even if the data is available, it is often 
not accessible. Thus for a coordinated action for better demand-side management, ease of data access by all 
stakeholders is vital, covering real-time data sets, remote sensing technologies, and geographic information 
systems (GIS), in addition to historical data and projections on water availability and quality.  

 Multi-stakeholder Approaches- In view of multiple stakeholders influencing and affected by water flows, 
spanning farmers, urban communities, industry and government, any governance framework ought to 
supplement government structures with inclusive and transparent stakeholder processes for joint decision-
making to achieve intended objectives. There should be establishment of stakeholder councils to offer a 
mechanism for protection of water resources by resolving conflicts between stakeholder groups, and 
developing a shared vision for the use of water resources to support economic growth, social development 
and environmental protection.  

 Watershed Vision and Planning- The development of watershed prioritising socio-economic development 
alongside ecological protection, which is often overlooked in water resources planning.  

 Urban and Industrial Water Business Models- Urban water management suffers from inadequate 
infrastructure. A staggering 78% of waste water is estimated to be untreated nationally (Center for Science and 
Environment 2016).  The proposed NWC Urban and Industrial Water Division could serve as an incubation cell 
for business models and revenue-generating opportunities, particularly for waste water treatment and reuse, 
evaluating the financial viability of reuse, proximity of reuse from the point of treatment, as also closed loop 
models, thereby promoting energy efficiency and nutrient recovery. 

 Adapting to (Climate) Change- The World Economic Forum’s Global Risk Report (2016) lists failure of climate 
change mitigation and adaptation as the most significant risk by impact. Ignoring climate challenge can 
undermine water sector investments and existing capacities. Addressing the challenge, on the other hand, 
requires a multi-pronged approach, which goes beyond forecasting climate change events to preparing the 
agrarian, urban, and industrial economies, as well as ecological functions, to respond to such events. It is 
estimated that 65% of projected climate change losses may be averted through cost-effective adaptation 
investments.  In light of these issues, the NWC’s proposed Water Security Division would benefit from an 
expansion in role to cover Climate Adaptation.  
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